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About This Software

Attention: We have a new version of Modo indie, but have released it as a new
product on the Steam Store. See Modo indie here!

Modo indie packs powerful, industry-leading 3D modeling, sculpting, and animation tools into an affordable package that's
perfect for developers and freelance game artists.

The fastest, most advanced polygonal and subdivision surface 3D modeler anywhere, Modo indie delivers amazing creative
flexibility for crafting detailed 3D game content -- free of individual commercial restrictions and without breaking your budget.

Whether you're creating vivid character models, stunning level designs, fully-fledged cut scenes, or more, Modo indie has
everything you need to take your game assets to the next level!

Speed. Scope. Flexibility. Power. Community. Modo indie delivers.

Modo indie's flexible modeling tools are ideal for precision modeling of hard surface objects and environment structures, and
for freeform organic sculpting of virtually any shape. The integrated multi-res sculpting and animations tools work alongside
traditional modeling and UV toolsets to offer a superior experience for game artists. The combination of modeling, sculpting,

animation, rendering, and UV tools in a single application delivers a uniquely powerful content creation toolset.

Modo indie Includes Features For:
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Powerful 3D modeling that’s intuitive and fun

Dynamic sculpting tools for expert tinkering

Powerful animation and rigging tools to bring your 3D models to life

UV Editing tools make texturing objects in 3D a breeze

Texture baking lets you package everything quickly for export

Materials setup and painting gives you great artistic flexibility

High performance rendering

Easy export OBJ and FBX output to game engines
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Fun and Fast Arcade Game, it has a nice learning curve and simple enough mechanics to get through the game, tho it can get
frustrating when you are just not doing what's expected and one needs good deal of skill for harder levels. Its graphics are sharp
and colorful, explosions are always amazing and the music complements the game quite a bit. Leader board'sadd something to
aim to in freeplay, the addition of the videos for some of the best spot show some interesting maneuvers to learn how to beat
some levels.. Pretty polished, nice enemies and environments. Low key dark soulsy vibe. Need to spam teleport like you would
dodge rolling. Haven't reached the end yet, but presume it's going to be pretty short. Would like to have touch pad movement as
well as the teleport.. Played this on internet version for about another 40 hours. I bought it and just remembered how awesome it
is.

If you're a fan of roguelike genre this is for you.. A lot of potential. But it still needs a lot of work to be done.

-dribbling needs to be more smooth
-NPC need to react more teambased
-playing the ball should get more precise
-you should be able to combine plays with the teammates

But I am looking forward to future patches.. Pros:
- All locations are entirely new except for one, it being an extention of a location previously visited in the main game.
- Playing as Marceline gives you a couple different ways to handle things.
- No combat.
- Adds over an hour and a half to two hours of game.
- LSP is a lot less annoying.
- Takes place alongside Chapter 4 of the main game.

Cons:
- Some characters aren't voiced by their original voice actor.
- Though Sunny (The fanmade character) gets more screentime, he is still barely in the game despite the role given to him in the
DLC.

Overall:
- I'd definitely recommend this DLC based on all the pros.
. Epic! just one thing is there a way to delete a texture that was added with out reinstalling the program (that ws the only solution
i could find)?

Keep uo the great work!. Game doesn't work for some reason. would love to play it . But can't because it won't work.. Frantic
and fun, can't beat my gf in Merlin ball, 10/10 would lose again.
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I enjoy playing around on this with the bots from time to time. It's a challenge to stay alive, but the overall mechanics are really
fun. There are some glitches with the hyperspace power-up, but aside from that, I dont really have any problems with it.

It would be nice if this game had some more arena's to play in, some more hover ships, and maybe even the ablity to customize
each ship, however one desires, with TONS of customization options. It wouldn't be so bad to include some more weapons
either, not sure what though.

I have never tried the multiplayer on it though, I DON'T know why, but I just haven't. Although, this would definately be more
fun with actual human interaction. Hell, I think this game is "Let's Play" ready, and I'm very willing to create some "Let's Play"
vids in this game. ^_^ I'm working on one right now, but it's a test video, because I'm testing out this capture program, and
trying to understand how to do all of this stuff (i'm new to that kind of thing).

Would DEFINATELY reccomend this game to eveyone who loves arena shooters, racing games, racing shooters, and anyone
who loves to have a good time. I think even Rocket Leaguers would enjoy this title.. Though it is not without its flaws and looks
dated, I would still call this a timeless classic.
Whether or not you are familiar with the World of Darkness IP, this is someting any RPG fan will enjoy.. I have been a classical
board gamer for many years with a penchant for historical strategy games. When I saw a game such as this one that took a
strategy board game and put it on steam, I jumped at the chance to play it. However this was a mistake. There is no rule book or
explanation of any of the game mechanics anywhere. The tutorials were simplistic and useless. This left me to figure thing out
everything on my own.

This game presents itself as a fairly simplistic introduction to the Napoleonic wars. And it is; too much so. Battles have a couple
key strategies but are all together purely luck based, there is no sign of logistics or resources in any way, the political system has
been abstracted into oblivion and interaction with the map is minimal. All of these things combine into a game that has poor
historic\/realistic basis and left me frustrated again and again. I have no choice but to put this game on the list of games that
sacrifice realism and decision making for basic simplicity.. Apart from the new characters and new OST, background.

I really enjoy the new mechanic of semi-partner if gives a new chance to reset a combo , before u either drop your combo or
force to finish it with a spellcard or special, now you can cancel some animation to reset the combo with your partner.
Pretty good actually. Overall for me is better version of Urban Legend in Limbo.

Good fighting game. Sprites are so good. Artwork is amazing. Music (overall is touhou most of the time it has pretty good
BMG)
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And above all else DOREMEMES. Alright. First of all, I like management games. I found the game while randomly browsing
the store and it immediately caught my attention.
However, it currently has severe flaws, in my opinion, which makes me want a refund (for now, at least).

Major issues:
- You have no way to predict how well something will sell (to "NPC" automatic customers). You have to use trial and error, and
manually adjust your price, then wait for a server tick, see the results, rince & repeat. It doesn't make sense.
- Competition between players is mostly based on price. Engineers have more options but it's often limited to maxing every
setting. Meaning basically you'll run out of business, unless you can log in often to fight a potential price dumping war.
- The game mechanics heavily favor "whales" (already rich players). Early, you struggle; your businesses suck and you can't
produce much, + you have to face loan repayment. But elder players got buildings with litterally 2000x your output. So they get
fatter. Hence the weird leaderboard.
- The "wealth snowball" also means that an already rich player will simply do everything himself, since he can. That limits
player interaction... and the ability of poorer players to get into business.

Additional issues:
- Tutorial is very short and doesn't include much information. Wiki is very limited too. UI is clearly not user-friendly. Having a
proper production chain chart (with npc buy \/ sell options, and mandatory player interaction) could help, for example (and yes,
I've seen the one on the wiki, but come on...)
- Adding a command to "reset" your character (deleting the character \/ selling everything to the city, to start fresh) should be an
option, honestly. Making a poor early choice will block you in a dead-end.
- Graphics. Not talking about the city map, which is very simple, but okay (and pretty clear, which is nice). But the UI, buttons,
and icons feel particularly cheap. Those simple 2D assets can probably get much better for little cost, and honestly, that'd be
nice, because current drawings seems to be freshly out of MS Paint, and do not feel professional at all.
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- Limited filter options (and inability to "search") in the contract\/product tabs, which means market offers are quite a mess
(even though there are very few offers !). Will escalate out of control if player population increases.

Ideas:
- There should be a way to severaly prevent players to get too rich too fast. Diminishing returns, someone ? Especially since
many products can be sold to "NPCs". Basically, the first one selling to them increases its production capacities to the infinity &
reaps all the free cash available. You can do that in several ways: diminishing returns on output (or exponential administrative
costs for additional sites\/employees... ?), encouraging a player to specialize in a few productions chains (and not everything)
(=> player skills increasing output, but limited by a hard cap ?); reducing the difference between a basic building (10 employees
and that's all) and a high-tier one (2000 x 10 employees + thousands of machines... I mean, come on; at least make people
choose... like you either favor staff, or machinery, or storage space, or a custom mix of it... and not everything at the same time)
- Further in development, you should seriously start another server and\/or reset this one. There is absolutely no point in playing
a competitive economic game where one or two players hold 99% of the resources, while you have to struggle to get a few
dollars. Of course, it is useless if the other design issues aren't adressed first, since the snowball will repeat itself.

I'll still follow this game from afar and I might get back to it later, when it has been developped into a more polished product.
Decent (and recent) management games aren't common anyway. For now, however, I don't see the point of playing it (except it
you really like being an alpha-alpha tester of a game; but even though I like trying stuff, I already have a day job and I can't
spend my evenings on game design).. I really enjoyed this DLC, the enemies are more balanced than the last one's and I think
enjoy the map layout and size a lot more. It does a great job extenting the Iron Keep area in a fun way, and reminds me of the
mines (my favorite area) from Demon's Souls in a lot of ways.

+Minotaur helmet made it all worth it.. I LOVE THIS GAME
(\u3065\uff61\u25d5\u203f\u203f\u25d5\uff61)\u3065. Recommended to play after a heavy weight lifting workout for
maximum testosterone boost and muscle growth.

Warning: May contribute to increased growth in body hair. My reviews for the DLC in the game that don't actually add storyline
will begin with this one. AND I will be explaining them in mind that I have ALL of the DLC. so things will be compared to
other DLC. I do reccomend getting most of the DLC this game has. but some not so much because it only has a place if you are
trying to look a part. or just enjoy the way the weapon or cosmetic item looks! with all that said. lets begin!

First. and the biggest reason to get this DLC. is the beautifal and useful Abandoned Backpack that the DLC is mostly based
around. it is said you get the items from this. but it's more than that. not only does it look much nicer than the backpack you
start with, but it gives you extra carrying space. which you will come to learn is very very useful as you get into the game.

Second! the daggers! these bad boys are the only duel weilding melee you are going to have until you have progressed a fair bit
into that game. but even then, they are best early game or for fighting zombies in camps way under your level. they can pick off
a zombie with time as long as you keep your skills up to par. but they suffer damage fall off as they are one of the only DLC
weapons you cant upgrade outside of skills, the other would be a grenade launcher, but that does have attatchment slots so I am
not yet sure if there is things to place on it. so these daggers will be a major hinderance later game. but you can replace them
further down the line with a much better Non DLC duel wielding melee.

Third! the hat! This is the most.. Fun, DLC hat the game offers. it just has the 'derpy' factor to it that all the others don't.
because yeah you don't expect anyone to wear this kind of thing! it gives very small buffs to defense and ups your scavenge
skill. but I can guarantee it will only find itself in the vanity slot of your character after a few hours of play.

And now lastly! because I forgot about this darned thing! the pet! a very dissapointing pet for such a decent pack. the pet gives
the normal DLC pet stats of carry weight bonus and zombie detection range bonus. but then just a small quarter time taken off
the amount of time to revive an ally. which is insanely outdone by the DLC pet in the last review I made. so overall. the pet of
this DLC is quite bad.

None of the stuff in this DLC is needed to beat the game. but the more things you have to play the game with the better.
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